## 1. WSAM Presents Live from the Lawn

Outdoor music festival highlighting independent and student musical talent, as well as campus organizations that are tabling including: men and women’s ultimate frisbee, yoga club, spectrum, race together, redtail records, a capella coalition, sigma alpha iota, phi mu alpha. Specifics for tabling are attached separately.

**Date of Event:** Saturday, September 08, 2018  
**Time of Event:** 12:00pm-7:00pm  
**Event Location(s):** Village Lawn

### Catering Resources Requested
- N/A

### Facilities Resources Requested
- Facilities will provide a van for the tables at 8:00am.  
- A power distribution board will be provided.  
- Power will be pulled from Konove; no generator is needed.

### Public Safety Resources Requested
- This event is a Confirmed Level 2, Charles Amerson will have a discussion with Public Safety in terms of staffing levels. Clubs will be selling items at the vending tables to raise money for their organizations. Charles will send information to Lieutenant Chris Lyons with security considerations  
- Funny Bone will be selling merchandise, with revenue going towards 80/20 split with WSAM.  
- Ethan Wagner will get everyone’s vehicle information to send to Public Safety to obtain parking passes.

### Student Centers Resources Requested
- Seventeen tables, two eight foot tables used for mixers, thirteen eight-footers from GSU, three eight-footers from KCC, and one six-foot from KCC.  
- The KCC stage will be utilized with nine stage pieces, and WSAM will look into renting an additional stage from Advanced Lighting and Sound Solutions. They will let Charles Amerson know their final decision.
They are not authorized to use any GSU stage pieces for this event.

- One SCA Production Engineer and three event staff persons are needed.
- SCA staffing will arrive at the Village Lawn with all equipment by 9:00am.
- This event was included in Charles Amerson’s “Good Neighbor Letter.”
- Bands will be utilizing station’s sound system, and bands are bringing their own backline with the exception of drums.
- WSAM will be utilizing our QSC speaker “tops” for sound system.
- The rain location is Konover Great Room. There will be one stage with the perimeter of the room lined with tables. Ethan Wagner will provide SCA with a schedule of the lineups if the event is moved inside. It will begin and end one hour earlier. An official rain call will be made by Friday 09/07/2018 at 12:00 pm.
- We have seen the insurance for Crumb and Twain who utilized the University Policy. This does not include the band “Buckmeek.” The rest of the headliners’ who charge $1,000+ have their insurance on file.
- Riders will go through legal today, 08/21/2018.

Presented By: Ethan Wagner and Audrey Morgan
Sponsoring Organization: WSAM